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cause
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She was shakin’

Bias against gays alleged

$7,000 wanted
for Ethiopia
By Christine Frankendal
Daily staff writer
Alpha Phi Alpha has declared
this African Awareness month the
Ethiopian Awareness month.
"We want more people to get involved with the Ethiopian cause,"
said Larry Smith, president of the
predominantly black fraternity. "As
February is African Awareness
month anyway, we thought it would
be our way of making more people
aware of the massive starvation in
Ethiopia. We hope that the campus
organizations will cooperate with us
in our attempt to raise funds."
The fraternity, which has been on
campus since 1962, will sponsor a series of events to raise funds for the
Ethiopian crisis. They kicked off the
events with an art reception at the
Student Union Art Gallery. The exhibition is called "African Liberation
Mother Africa" and is on disDay
play until Feb. 21. The exhibition is
sponsored by APA and the Cultural
Artist Alliance.
Alpha Phi Alpha SJSU chapter,
which has 43 members, has been involved in handing out literature on
Ethiopia on campus and in the community. The information on the fliers
was collected from the International
Red Cross and the U.S. Human Service Department.
"Everyone knows about the tragedy by now," Smith said, "but we
want to jog their memories."
Alpha Phi Alpha’s goal is to raise
at least $7,000. This amount can be
adjusted up or down, depending on
the response, Smith said.
He is working on getting an Hawaiian trip for two donated by a
travel agent so a raffel can be held.
He also said the fraternity will hold
bake sales every Thursday on campus. The "Alpha Angels," the fraternity’s little sisters, will be in charge
continued on back page
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The energy was high yesterday in the Stu-

All-stars performed traditional African and

dent Union Ballroom when the Caribbean

reggae music for students at SJSU.

Computer course keyed for future
By Tracey Kaplan
Daily staff writer
Last year Joan Meyer graduated from Evergreen Community College in data processing only
to find that without a bachelor’s degree she
couldn’t get a job as a programmer.
The best she could do with an associate of arts
degree was work as a computer operator.
The prospect of spending most of her time in a
computer room as an operator did not suit Meyer
so when she heard about a new program at SJSU,
that would train her to work on a systems-analysis
team, she transferred.
Today, Meyer is one of about 290 students enrolled in the business school’s newest area of conInformation Resource Management
centration
(IRM). The new program emphasizes information-systems skills, such as COBOL programming,
systems analysis and design, telecommunications
and data base management.
A secretarial skills program, the oldest area of
concentration in the business school, is being
phased out to make room for IRM. Prof. Jim
Harper, chairman of the office administration concentration for the past 18 years, said the program
would not be phased out completely until the 250
students currently enrolled had graduated.
But Harper said he was not sorry to see IRM
replace office administration.
"We have to move on," Harper said. "Computers will be handling almost all office work soon and

we have to keep up with the changes."
Prof. John Lehane. IRM adviser, agreed.
"Manual and mechanical office skills like typing are a dying art the office of the future has arrived," Lehane said.
Organizations today need people like Meyer
who are trained to help them computerize their
payroll, personnel files, sales records and other information systems, Lehane said.
Although this is the first semester of the program and it has not been widely publicized, Lehane said he was optimistic about enrollment.
"Our problem is going to be getting qualified
instructors, not finding students," Lehane said.
"We just can’t compete with salary levels in industry."
Graduates of the new program can expect to
make between $25,000 and $30,000 a year as entrylevel systems analysts, data base administrators
and telecommunications administrators, Lehane
said.
Job opportunities for systems analysts are expected to grow faster than average for all occupations through the mid-1990s as advances in technology lead to new computer applications, according
to the most recent Occupational Outlook Handbook
published by the U.S. Department of Labor.
But Barbara Rose, executive recruiter for
Technical Sources, an employment agency in
Santa Clara, said the current demand was for experienced applicants. She urged students to go to

on-campus interviews with prospective employers
and to take internships before graduating.
Sam Parise. of Realtime Associates Agency in
Burlingame, predicted that the demand for systems analysts would taper off as companies buying
software packages adapted their needs to the
available packages. He said that existing personnel was often capable of determining the best
package and implementing it without hiring a systems analyst. But Lehane disagreed.
"Standard packages will always have to be
customized," he said, "and we can’t leave it up to
non-technical personnel."
Lehane said that what happened to the Santa
Clara County Office of Education could have been
avoided if the office had hired a systems analyst.
The county office two years ago spent more than
$423,000 on a computerized bus routing plan that
failed to work.
Also with reassuring words for Meyer and others enrolled in the new program was a representative of a company that hires systems analysts.
Judy Hayboer, vice president of employee relations for Acuson, said that most people applying
for jobs as systems analysts have training as computer operators or programmers.
"The problem with some computer operators
and programmers is that they’re not user
friendly," Hayboer said. "We’re happy there’s a
program out there that will teach systems analysts
how to interface with users."

Speech called off for safety reasons
By Aaron Crowe
Daily staff writer
The Moses Muhummad speech
was cancelled twice because of security reasons, said Rita Williams, assistant for the African Awareness
Planning Committee. Williams is an
assistant to Khalilah Sundiata, chairwoman of the committee.
"I know for a fact that he Mu hummed) was concerned with the
safety of the audience," Williams
said, "and that he could not be in
charge of his own security."
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Representatives of Muhummad
would not comment on why he would
not come to San Jose.
Fliers advertising the event said
Muhummad is from Hayward and is
a "Representative of the Hon. Elijah
Muhummad and Louis Farrakhan."
Muhummad was going to speak on
the advancement of blacks in society
and education as part of African
Awareness Month. He was supposed
to speak Thursday at I p.m. in the
Student Union Costanoan Room, but
canceled late Wednesday night.

The telephone number on the
fliers to reach Sundiata for more information was wrong. The owner of
the house with the wrong telephone
number said threats were made
against him by the Jewish Defense
Organization. Sundiata was in charge
of getting Muhummad to come to
SJSU to speak.
Public Information Officer Richard Staley said the African Awareness was going to be charged $1,600
by UPD for extra security. This
added cost was based on threats UPD

had heard about.
The request was later dropped by
UPD after a meeting of S.U. Director
Ron Barrett, Dean of Student Services Dean Martin and the African
Awareness group, Staley said. UPD
decided to eliminate the added cost
after "reassessing the actual threat
from the potential threat," Staley
said.
UPD decided no extra precautions or measures were needed, he
said.
continued on back page

grams list courses in the SJSU CataBy J.G.Griswold
log and Schedule of Classes that are
Daily staff writer
SJSU President Gail Fullerton closed to students identified as homosaid she will give her response to an sexuals unless they accept classificaAcademic Senate committee’s rec- tion as special students, Buerger
ommendations on how to deal with said.
the campus ROTC program which
Fullerton was also told, he said,
they allege discriminates against ho- students identified as homosexuals
mosexuals.
did not receive a $100-per-month stiAt a Nov. 16 meeting, the Affir- pend like other ROTC students.
mative Action Committee presented
The committee also told the presFullerton with their recommenda- ident the Air Force ROTC program’s
tions, including dropping ROTC application form requires that stuclasses from the SJSU Catalog and dents indicate whether they have enSchedule of Classes.
gaged in homosexual acts.
Daniel Buerger; executive assisA draft of the recommendations
was sent to the senate’s Professional tant to the president, said the comStandards Committee to decide mittee told the president that they
whether to present it to the full senate felt the collection of such information
is forbidden by California State Uniwithout the president’s response.
Last Friday, by a 4 to 2 vote with versity’s nondiscrimination policy.
The 1985 Schedule of Classes for
one abstention, the Professional
Standards Committee decided to spring semester states "the universend their chairman, Jack Haeger, to sity is guided by the precept that in
meet with the president about the no aspects of its program shall there
be a difference in the treatment of
matter.
Haeger said he met with Ful- persons because of race, creed, color,
lerton yesterday and was given a national origin, sex or any other clasfive-page response to be presented sifications that deprive the person of
Feb. 2510 the senate’s executive com- consideration as an individual, and
mittee for discussion.
that equal opportunity and access to
The Affirmative Action Commit- facilities shall be available to all."
tee told Fullerton in November that
Based on this statement, the Afthe following actions should be firmative Action Committee felt the
taken:
campus ROTC program was not
r Courses closed to SJSU stu- abiding by university policy, accorddents on the basis of sexual prefer- ing to Sheila Bienenfeld, chairwoman
ence should be removed from the of the committee.
In 1981, the CSU Chancellor’s OfSJSU Catalog and Schedule of
fice, in order to fulfill state and fedClasses.
r Academic credit should not be eral regulations requiring affirmative action programs, issued a policy
granted for such courses.
r The assigning of "special stu- which states no CSU program shall
dents" status on the basis of sexual be discriminatory based on an indipreference is discriminatory and vidual’s sexual perference.
As units of the U.S. Department
should be stopped.
r Application forms that require of Defense, the campus ROTC prostudents to disclose information grams abide by the same rules set by
about their sexual preferences or the military, including one that prepractices should not be circulated or vents declared homosexuals from
condoned by SJSU.
joining the military services.
r Stipends should not be withAlthough homosexuals are alheld from otherwise qualified stu- lowed to enroll in SJSU areospace
dents on the basis of sexual prefer- programs, students who have declared themselves homosexuals are
ences.
At the November meeting, the not permitted to participate in the
president was told that both the summer training camp sponsored by
Army and the Air Force ROTC pro- ROTC.

A.S. evaluates
funding requests
By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Budget
Committee has begun listening to
campus groups requesting a chunk of
the 1985-86 budget. They may have to
listen carefully because the requests
exceed the money available by
$300,000.
Forty-two groups are requesting
a total of over $800,000 for their 198586 budgets, but the A.S. estimates an
income of about $500,000 from student
fees, said Tim Kincaid, A.S. director
of Business Affairs and chairman of
the committee.
The first two budget hearings
were conducted Friday and yesterday and 16 groups made five minute
presentations before the committee.
Although they do not have the
exact projected enrollment figure,
Kincaid said they estimate $500,000.
Last year’s income from student fees
was $471,000.
Some of the groups requested
more money than in 1984-85. Yesterday’s requests came from eight divisions within the A.S.
The largest request was from the
A.S. Business Office, which is asking
for $173,457, an increase of more than
$27,000 over last year.
Of the eight groups appearing
Friday, four were within the AS., including public relations, copyright
fees, executive and legislative.
The California State Student As-

sociation requested $16,235. CSSA
wants 45 cents per student this year,
said Mike Finley, SJSU representative and AS. director of California
State Affairs.
Last year the board granted $10,200 to CSSA which included 40 cents
per SJSU student, plus traveling expenses for the representative. The
SJSU student representative must
travel to other schools in the California State University system for meetings.
The money is needed to pay lobbyists in Sacramento who watch’the
Legislature regarding bills that affect CSU
"If you look at the overall student
picture, what’s happening to students
in the system is happening to students at San Jose," Finley said.
Kincaid said A.S. was having
trouble getting the committee together because Joanne Rosa, A.S. director of Personnel is not here this semester. The director of personnel is
in charge of putting committees together.
The 12-member committee still
needs one board member at -large
and one faculty member.
A.S. President Michael Schneider said he has been trying to contact
Rosa who apparently moved. He said
he would not comment on an appointment for the position until he was certain about the vacancy.
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Editorial

Capitalism in bloom on campus
WHILE THE SPRING semester has just
started, the springtime monopoly in
front of the Student Union is over. The
Student Union Board of Directors voted at its
first meeting of the semester to allow student
groups to sell flowers on the south side of the
Student Union. Previously, Julie Johnston had
an exclusive one-year contract with the S.U.
to sell flowers. Johnston has been there since
August 1984.
SUBOD should be applauded for allowing
student groups to compete in the open market
with Johnston. Johnston said she does not
mind the competition and has an attitude of
cooperation. She was caught in the middle between SUBOD and a student group that
wanted to sell flowers outside the Student
Union, where there is heavy student traffic.
The SJSU Forensic Team wanted to sell
flowers on Valentine’s Day, but was more or
less told by S.U. Director Ron Barrett that
capitalism was not allowed there.
Kelly Smith, who calls herself a student
representing all student groups, is a member
of the "Spartan Speakers." She said the group
needs the money to go to the National Individual Events Tournament in Baltimore, Md., in
April.
Smith expects over $1,000 in flower sales

on Valentine’s Day and said the Forensic
Team is not funded by Associated Students
and does not have too many other ways of
raising money. Her actions to get SUBOD to
change its opinion on Johnston’s contract are
beneficial to all students on campus. SUBOD
has allowed the spirit of free enterprise to
blossom in front of the S.U.
Many academic groups, such as the Forensic Team, are not able to raise as much
money as athletic groups and must sell bouquets to raise money. Although SUBOD didn’t
bow to the pressure of an academic group, it
did open up a way for academic, and any other
student groups, to raise money for their
cause.
SUBOD should be proud that student
groups now have a way to raise money to go
across the nation and represent SJSU.
"Going to the nationals is an honor for the
school, students and everyone involved,"
Smith told the board before it made its decision.
Student interests were put ahead of those
of a private vendor who is not a student. There
will now be competition in the SJSU flower
market. Students will now have a choice who
they will buy flowers from on Valentine’s Day
and on other days, if student groups plan to
sell flowers on campus.

Yount knows how to play game
Sportswriters appreciate guys like Robin Yount. the high school player going right into professional baseball,
Milwaukee Brewer’s shortstop.
like Yount did.
Yount is the type of guy who doesn’t put himself
By the time a player reaches the college ranks, he has
above the fans. He knows who pays his salary. He talks had years of back-home fame and consequently has dewith writers, whether he’s had a good or bad game. and veloped great pride and a large ego. Not everyone, of
he doesn’t pout if they write in the paper the next day course, is like this, but big egos usually come with high
about his two errors the night before.
school and college success.
. But Robin Yount is the exception. He is a profesCollege is a big step up from high school. Not everysional. He takes praise and criticism equally, and he one can be an all-star every year, and the players begin to
doesn’t blame a sportswriter for mentioning his low bat- get a feel for how far they can go at this level. Some of
ting average last season or his three strike-outs last them, however, are not inclined to accept anything less
game. He was the hitter, not the sportswriter, and he than great reviews. They begin to ask themselves questions: Why am I pitching like this? Why am I hitting like
this? How can this be happening to me? I was an all-star
in high school!
That’s why it’s understandable that athletes get upset
when they are criticized at a collegiate or pro level:
they’re not used to it. They’re used to getting praised, and
that’s it. Society has created their egos and now society is
trying to break them down.
Robin Yount was lucky. Whatever ego was trying to
get started in him as a high schooler disappeared with his
quick jump to the major leagues. The Brewers had him
playing shortstop before he was 20, and in 1982 the public
got to see a humble Yount accept the American League
Most Valuable Player award.
If we’re lucky, Yount isn’t the last of his breed.
Sportswriters carry a hidden hope that athletes can acstruck out, not the sportswriter.
cept what they write, and some even dare to think that the
There is only one problem most athletes expect to
see only good things in the paper. If you score 40 points or athletes like it. We are, after all, not puppets who must
kick the winning field goal, by all means print it. But write that the team played wonderful in their 12-2 loss or
heaven forbid writing about you dropping a pop-up with the coach was brilliant when his fourth-down call failed.
What the baseball and football players fail to realize
the bases loaded or telling people that you weren’t an Allis that many sportswriters are also athletes. The pot-belAmerican all-star last year.
There is usually an explanation for this sort of reac- lied cigar-smoking hunt-and-peck sportswriter is a faltion, especially on a collegiate or professional level: ath- lacy created by other mediums, and today’s sportswriter
knows how athletes feel.
letes are proud, and they have big egos.
Some of us also had big egos in high school. We hit .350
The levels of sports competition in this country provide a filtering service, and baseball is a good example of and played on the league champion golf team and scored
our share of touchdowns, and now we’re either not good
this.
Most baseball players start out in Little League. The enough .or we’re unable to put in the time to play ball on a
better the player, the more likely he’ll go on to better higher level.
competition, and Little League all-stars usually wind up
That’s why there are few things worse for a sportsplaying high school baseball. Then the high school players writer than when an athlete says something like: "Put the
who hit .500 or strike out two batters an inning their senior glove on yourself and try it." We have tried it, and damseason move on to college. Occasionally, you’ll also find a mit if it wasn’t tough, but we know our limits.
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Letters
Installments plan justified
Editor,
Foreign students should have the option of tuition installments. It is fair, even while out-of-state students
don’t have such an option. You have to consider every factor related, unlike comparative commericals on TV,
when you decide what is fair.
But opinions of U.S. students about this matter tremendously lack the basic understanding of the status of
the foreign student.
First, it is necessary to make it clear what the phrase,
"foreign students" means. Foreign students are legal
aliens who are on the U.S. student visa. You have to check
the visa status carefully when you talk about the foreign
students.
These foreign students are bound by many immigration and financial regulations:
1. As a general rule, foreign students are not allowed
to work. If you see Chinese-looking students working, they
may not be foreign students, but Chinese-Americans. or
Vietnamese refugees who are not on the student visa.
2. Foreign students, naturally, cannot become California residents, while out-of-state students may be able
to become California tesidents.
3. Most foreign countries have certain limits of money
sent outside. For example, the monthly limit of remittance from Korea is $800. If room and board is $3,250 per
semester, it takes four months to collect. Moreover, this
remittance is often delayed because of the international
banking system.
4. Foreign students have to take at least 12 units 19 for
graduates) of regular classes each semester. There are
no part-time foreign students. This means they have to
pay at least 81,749.50 for tuition and fees each semester.
5. Foreign students’ payment options such as credit
card use and Open University are limited. A credit card is
another option of payment by installments. It is hard for
students to obtain a credit card, but it is harder for foreign students. In spite of the fact that Open University is
open to both foreign and U.S. students, because of the 12unit requirement, its practical access to foreign students
is greatly limited. It’s possible for U.S. students to take 3
units through regular registration and nine units through
Open University (which saves them $552). One the other
hand, foreign students can take these classes only when
they take more than 12 units through regular registration.
As these factors clearly show, foreign students have
many more restrictions, and their financial situation is
worse than U.S. students’. Therefore, the installment plan
for foreign students only is absolutely fair.
ifidekl "Mike" Nakamura
Senior
Liberal arts
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Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the
information center on the
first floor of the Student
Union. The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel and length.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of
the authors.

Dana
Perrigan

Working out
So VERY LONG ago, behind a door
NOT
labeled "Personnel," I was cornered and
brought to bay by three righteously
indignant females. The poet William Congreve
told us that "Hell hath no fury likes woman
scorned," and! guess he knew what he was talking
about. Increase that fury threefold and you’ll have
some idea of what I was up against.
The meeting had started out mildly enough. I
was being brought to task by the three ladies for
not coming up to snuff in the performance of my
duties as a library clerk. I had incurred their
displeasure by misfiling the Congressional Report
I had committed this grievous error twice.
This transgression had been committed in a
state of profound boredom, the boredom which
comes from performing the same action over and
over again.
I’m convinced the inner circles of Dante’s hell
must contain a large room filled with filing
cabinets. Those who are guilty of the most heinous
crimes against humanity guys like Hitler, Jim
Jones and life insurance salesmen will be
castigated here. Throughout eternity they will be
required to file index cards while listening to
warped Mitch Miller albums.
One of the ladies asked me what possible
reason there could be for this clerical
shortcoming.
In my naivete, I let fly the truth: "I don’t like
this job."
Had! informed them that I had just spiked
their coffee with the most deadly poison known to
man and they had no more than three minutes left
in this world, their response would not have been
more severe.
Two of them leaped to their feet and made wild
clawing gestures with their arms. Fangs were
barred. Jaws went slack. Eyes went out of focus
and rolled in their sockets. The third rent her
blouse and dropped to her knees as Cajaphas did
when Jesus informed the high priest who He was.
BLASPHEMED. Too late, I realized that
IHAD
these three women didn’t like their jobs any
better than I liked mine. They went to work
every Monday morning with Friday on their
minds. Their moods would be determined, to a
degree, by what day of the week it was.
I had reminded them of an unplesant fact. I
had reminded them that they were bound and
fettered by the shackles of economics, locked into
the daily stuggle for the legal tender lift that
bale, tote that barge. . .
Emerson wrote that "Each man has his own
vocation. The talent is the call." But he also said
that "the common experience is that a man fits
himself as well as he can to the customary details
of that work or trade he falls into, and tends it as a
dog turns a spit."
Several years after this unpleasant
experience, I met a man who had some words of
wisdom for me. He explained to me the difference
between a job and avocation. He told me that a
vocation which is one of the requirements for
some measure of happiness on this earth is not
just working for money. It was something more.
As students we have the opportunity to clina)
off the treadmill, escape the drudgery of turning
the spit, of finding something agreeable to our
natures. We have the opportunity of discovering
and pursuing our true vocations.
It won’t be easy. But then neither is the
alternative.
Dana Perrigan Is forum editor. His columns
appear Tuesday and Thursday.
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Center uncovers learning problems

Julia Trani tuna

Daily

staff photographer

By exploring sites along the Santa Cruz coastline, SJSU
graduate student Mark Hylkema discovered differences
in lifestyle and subsistence patternss between ancient
local Indians and their Northern California counterparts.

Indians depended
on seasonal changes
lt

Marcos Breton

staff writer
Working in previously untested archaeological sites SJSU
Anthropology student Mark Hylkema is laying the foundation for
future archaeological testing by
discovering differences in subsistence patterns of ancient Northern
California Indian tribes.
According to Hylkema, the
tribes or "triblets" as they are referred to, lived on the Santa Cruz
coastline and maintained a
method called "foraging" for
more than 3.000 years until Spanish settlers landed on the California coast.
"Foraging is a method which
was dependent on large game and
seed-grinding and required the
triblets to move around according
u) seasonal changes," Hylkema
said.
"My thesis is that the triblets
of the coast were not absorbed by
other triblets because their subsistence pattern best suited their environment," Hylkema said. The
Indians were eventually absorbed
into the Spanish Mission system.
however.
Foraging is a method thousands of years older than the more
recent method of subsistence
known as "collectors" and sets
the "Costonoan" Indian of the
Daily

v

Santa Cruz coast apart from other
triblets.
The "Collector" method was
adopted by triblets of other areas
of Northern California and differed from the "forager" method.
Instead of moving around, the
triblets would have a camp and
members of that camp would be
sent out to collect food and bring it
back.
Hylkema discovered that
coastline Indians maintained their
way of life after he found diversified stone tools and bead types
they used up and down a 30 mile
radius from Davenport, ten miles
north of Santa Cruz. to Pescadero
Creek.
"The forager groups maintained their system but that is not
to say they didn’t adapt or didn’t
interact with other groups because they did," Hylkema said.
Proof that interaction did exsist was found in the discovery of
obsidian, volcanic glass, near
coastline sites. "There are only
two areas you can get obsidian
around here; Sonoma County and
the Eastern Sierra," Hylkema
said.
"What happened is the tribe
traded for the obsidian with neighboring tribes. The tribes of the
coast would trade shells and abalone."

By Bobbie. Celestine
Daily staff writer
Handicaps are not cold ined to the
physically disabled. The lack of adequate marketable skills can be just
as much of a handicap for persons
with less than average abilities.
These people cannot read above the
third grade and don’t have vocational
skills of any kind.
The SJSU Center for Career and
Vocational Education for the Disabled tests to determine who is handicapped with less than average basic
abilities and by how much, said Cheryl Peterson, the center’s occupational therapist.
Less than average abilities can
be a hidden handicap.
"Someone with a heart condition
that’s a hidden handicap," she
said. "And someone with a learning
disability, that’s hidden. Handicapped doesn’t necessarily mean
someone in a wheelchair."
The center opened a few weeks
ago to do prevocational screening
tests to determine basic abilities and
job interests, Peterson said. Tests
are also done to determine muscle
and some tactile abilities.
"It’s a computerized test," she
said. "The information from the tests
is put into the computer and corre-

lutes it with something called the
DOT (Dictionary of Occupational Titles), which puts together a hierarchy of what a person might be interested in doing as a job."
Test bias and validity are primary concerns to Peterson. She said
previous test scores are matched
against the center’s test results.
"We ask for previous academic
test scores to correlate them with
whatever scores we generate," she
said.
The assessment center was originally set up last year to train special
education teachers, said Special Education prof. Joseph Roberts. Now it
will be used to reach a broader community.
The Remedial Education and
Academic Development for Survival
Academy, which provides educational training to students with less than
a fifth grade education, will bring its
students to the center for testing.
The academy’s students are California Youth Authority parolees,
Center for Employment Training
participants and juvenile probationers.
These people need remediation in
basic academic skills. Because of
their low abilities in basic skills, they
require thorough assessment The

Peter Stein
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Prof. Jarrett E. Brock has been
named interim chairman of the Philosophy Department following the illness of Philip E. Davis, former chairman.
Davis, 58, is recovering from his
second heart-bypass operation which
he had on Jan. 30 and will not return
to campus until late March or early
April. He has resigned from his position as chairman of the department.

Nineteen-year SJSU professor assumes post
Philosophy, Philosophy of Law and
History of Philosophy. He reduced
his teaching load to assume the chairman duties, he said.
"(I’m) an expert on Charles
Pierce, America’s greatest philo-

"He has done a lot of things for
the department," said Brock of his
colleague. "Enrollment is up. He has
been the best chairman the department has ever had. I’m very sorry
about his heart problems. He has
shown courage throughout (his ordeal),"
Brock took over as interim chairman a week and a half ago.
"I’m sort of carrying on, trying
to find out what memos to take care
of first."
Before taking over the new position, Brock taught at SJSU for 19
years His specialties are American

sopher, if anyone knows who that is,"
Brock said.
Before coming to SJSU, he
taught at Ohio State. He received his
Philosophy degree from Rollins College in Florida and his Ph.D, from
the University of Illinois
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Davis is a Philosophy of Law expert and has published several text
books.
Brock has been appro% ed as
chairman-elect for the department.

center can provide it, Peterson said
self needing a California Driver’s Li"We don’t really know what po- cense. To do this, he needed to bring
tential a student has," she said.
his reading abilities up to pass the
"They can start in a center like this written test. He was among the group
to get an idea of what their skills are Peterson tested.
and what areas they need to reme- I
"If I get my driver’s license,"
diate."
Gonzales said, "there will be a lot
more jobs opened tome."
The assessment center is parPrior to entering the program, he
tially funded by grants from the
David and Lucille Packard Founda- was reading at the third-grade level,
tion. The foundation contributed a he said, but by going in and out of the
little more than $33,000 in cash program he could probably read at
about the fifth grade level.
grants.
"When we started our training
program, we found there weren’t
Peterson praised the READS
materials in the area," Robert said. program and said it was unique be"So we asked the foundation to par- cause once students became employtially fund our program so we could able, the program seeks placement
buy a sample assessment instru- for them.
ment."
Colburn Wilbur, executive direcThe academy can count on the
tor of the Packard Foundation, said assessment center when their stuthe foundation made a start-up con- dents do not have a direction, she
tribution. The foundation left the door said.
open for possible future contribu"As part of the search for an octions, he said.
It takes four hours to conduct a cupation, a person often doesn’t know
full test. Peterson said. The students what he wants to do," Peterson said.
are taken through testing stations "That’s when they came to us. We
where they perform muscle coordi- cannot only look at the academic
nation tests, assemble things without scores, but we can suppliment their
looking at them, use tools they are information with this bottom -line
unfamiliar with and test themselves functioning."
in academic achievement.
For READS Academy students,
some parts of the test will be used to
determine their actual functionable
Law Offices of
grade level. The results indicate specific academic areas that need attenSINGER &
tion, said Dennis Chamberlain, a
READS Academy counselor.
DEUTSCH
"We use it to bring up grade levels for employment," he said.
"Some, once they get the skill levels
featuring
up, want to go to college."
auto accidents
Steve Gonzales. a 1982 CYA paropersonal injury
lee, was taken into the center last
drunk driving
Thursday for evaluation. He has been
in the READS program on and off
family law ’divorce
since his parole and needed the program to improve his reading skills.
FREE consultation to
"I needed to bring up my reading
all SJSU students
and spelling (skills)," he said.
Discounted Rates
"That’s mainly what I needed to
work on."
(408) 947-1751
However, Gonzales found him-
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49ers beat Spartans 72-68
for first PCAA victory

Kurt Kopp

Daily staff photographer

George Puou goes up for to of his 17 points in Saturday night’s SJSU loss

By Scott Vigallon
Daily staff writer
With only two wins in 19 games
this season, and no wins in the conference, Long Beach State didn’t figure
to be much of a match for SJSU.
Figure again.
The upstart 49ers not only proved
they could play with the Spartans,
but also beat them, 72-68, Saturday
night at the Civic Auditorium.
Long Beach State’s victory was
its first in the PCAA this year after II
consecutive losses.
"It feels great," said first year
49er coach Ron Palmer. "I was beginning to think it would never
come."
It probably would not have come
if the Spartans had more rest between games, according to SJSU
coach Bill Berry. The squad played
two nights earlier at New Mexico
State, a 69-59 victory..
"We came out tired tonight, not
overconfident," Berry said. "They
( 49ers) are not a bad team. You can’t
overlook them at all."
Another reason the Spartans
could not afford to overlook Long
Beach was the absence of center
Matt Fleming, who missed his second
straight game with an injured right
thigh.
Although forward George Puou
filled in admirably by scoring a season-high 17 points and grabbing six
rebounds. Berry said Fleming’s absence affected his team’s play.
"We were out of sync without
Matt, and I don’t think we picked up
the slack," he said.
It was evident, beginning in the
first half.
The 49ers took a 35-32 lead at the
intermission after a sloppy, foul plagued 20 minutes as the two teams
combined for 17 turnovers and 26 personal fouls.
The Spartans appeared to be
ready to play in the second half,
though. After spotting Long Beach a
basket, SJSU went on a 12-3 spurt to
take a 44-39 lead.
Long Beach came right back,
pulling to within two on Jon Hansen’s
three-point shot and eventually tying
the score at 56-56 when Darryl Adams
hit two free throws with 7:14 remaining.

Spartans dominate meet, win by 20 points
By Leonard Hoops
Daily staff writer
The SJSU men’s gymnastics
team scored a season-high 243.45
points to tumble UC Davis and Chico
State in a triangular meet at Spartan
Gym on Saturday.

Gymnastics
The Spartans were led by senior
Zane Negrych, who took second place
in the all-around competition with a
50.80 score for the six apparatus. Negrych had a meet -high 8.85 on the
high bar and was in the top five for all
the apparatus except the parallel
bars.
SJSU dominated the meet from
start to finish. UC Davis finished
nearly 23 points behind the Spartans
with a 220.80 final score and Chico
never contended with a 165.35 finish.
"We were very good on the
floor," coach Rich Chew said, "and
our pommel horse score was our
highest all year. The rings was another good score and the vault was
also our highest all year."
While the Spartans performed
above average in four of the events,

Chew was not entirely pleased with
the team’s performance.
"We had a great meet going into
the last two events," he said. "Then
we lost our concentration. Our goals
are set for 250 points), and we’re
very capable of that."
Youval Moyal had a good night
for the Spartans as he finished third
all-around behind teammate Negrych and Davis’ Thom Sterling.
Moyal was second in the vault with a
9.05 score.
Three Spartan gymnasts finished
in the 46 point range. Steve Nalian
had a 46.85, Mike Saso nailed a 46.65,
and Tom Elardo was right behind at
46.60. Saso also took first in the difficult parallel bars with a 8.10, and
Elardo jumped over his competitors
in the vault with a 9.30.
Davis’ Sterling was true to his
name as his performance enabled
him to slip by Negrych by .1 to take
the meet’s all-around honor. Sterling
was the leader in both the pommel
horse (8.90) and the rings 19.001, and
fellow Aggie Albert Williamson
flipped over his 9.25 score to take the
floor exercise event.

Chico State was led by Kendall
Heath’s 39.05 total.

SJSU’s next meet will be at Cal
on Feb. 15. The Spartans will need to

Also contributing to the Spartans
were Robert Shawler (8.20 on the
floor exercise). Kevin Verdugo four
apparatus), and Al Zitlau ( 7 65 on the
pommel horse).

perform to Chew’s expectations in
the six team meet, as they will be battling both the Bears and Stanford,
among others. SJSU is now 5-4 on the
season.

Scientific Breakthrough For Students
Get "High" Without Drugs
Improve Your Academic Performance
Tested

at

The teams traded buckets before calmly sank both foul shots, putting
Taylor’s 17-footer gave Long Beach Long Beach ahead by four.
"I looked in his eyes, and I knew
the lead for good at 62-60 with 5:28
left. SJSU pulled within one when he would make them," Palmer said.
Ontario Johnson then dribbled
Evans made a foul shot, but the
49ers’ Jeff Eastin converted both the length of the court for an unconends of a one-and-one, pushing the tested layup at 0:03 and one second
later, befouled Taylor.
visitors’ lead to 64-61.
Taylor converted two free throws
Farris hit a free throw with 3:01
remaining, but at 1:41, Adams drove to end the game and send the 49ers
baseline past Evans and canned a into jubilation.
"I’m going to enjoy the kids down
shot just over Owens’ hand, making it
the road," said Palmer, whose roster
66-62.
Puou then countered with a 17- includes six freshmen. "We’re getlooter. However, the next play did in ting our indoctrination this season.
Whenever you put four or five freshthe Spartans.
Eastin caught a pass at the top of men on the floor, you’ll have a whole
the key, turned and hit a backdoor- lot of problems."
cutting Hansen for a lefthanded
Hansen, another of those freshlayup with 1:06 left. This made the men, led four 49ers in double-figure
scoring with 19 points.
score 68-64.
"It’s part of our offense,"
SJSU, now 11-11 overall and 6-7 in
Palmer said. "We were running it all the PCAA, was led by Evans’ 18
points,
Puou’s 17. and Owens’s 16.
night long. The center gets the ball
Johnson came off the bench to
and hits the wing going back door."
Berry said, "We were overplay- add eight points, dish out seven asing, and it was just a pressure- sists and grab six rebounds.
Berry summed up the game by
breaker on their part."
At 0:45, Owens tipped in an saying his team didn’t play too well,
Evans miss, but Long Beach had the but he also gave Long Beach credit.
"I thought our decision-making
ball back with the shot clock off and
ahead by two. All the 49ers had to do was not good in some areas," he said.
"And they made the big plays when
was run out the clock.
they had to.
They almost did.
"We couldn’t put them away, and
SJSU let 37 seconds tick off before Puou finally fouled Eastin with they just got more and more confident."
eight seconds left.
"We wanted to get the foul much
earlier than we did," Berry said.
NOTES:The Spartans host t(’"We were off a tad mentally."
Santa Barbara Wednesday at 7 p.m.
The Spartans called two succes- KSJS will broadcast (90.7 FM). . .F
sive time-outs to try and ice the freshtenting said he should be able to play
man Eastin. It didn’t work. He
against UCSB.
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TUES
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Lecture
Tuesday, Feb. 12th - 8 pm
Costanoan Room, Student Union
Sponsored by
Transcendental Meditation
Program
For more information call 247-89i,

The Wildcats were never able to
mount a serious challenge, as they
scored a team total 15.80 on the high
bar and 19.40 on the parallel bars
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Reggae band rocks campus
By Aaron Crowe
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Ballroom
was jammin’ yesterday afternoon
and the people were dancing in the
aisles. That’s the way it’s supposed
to be when the Caribbean All -Stars
come to town to play reggae music.
"The music is like a 747 cruising down a freeway at rush hour
traffic," said band member Jasiri
Roho. "It comes on that strong."
The Caribbean All-Stars performed in the ballroom as a part of
African Awareness Month.
Roho, who plays the congas,
percussian and timbales and has
been with the band for about three
months, said the band plays reggae, calypso music from Trinidad,
and African rhythms.
"This is the perfect music for
those who want to trip the light fantastic, to dance," he said.
Dancing is the usual response
to reggae music, Roho said, and
yesterday’s crowd was certainly
swaying to the beat.
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Caribbean All-Stars member
"The rhythms are cultural in
ing.
the sense that all the music we play
"In my music, the drums are
has originated in the continent of
more present than just sitting in
Africa," Roho said.
the back, like American music."
Not only does the music tie in
"There is a hypnotic affect of
with African Awareness Month, but
the music," Roho said. "Music is
black music in general is also revery necessary for the human
sponsible for rock and roll, he said.
spirit. That’s why I believe people
"The element of rock and roll
should be exposed to as many difis in their (black) music," Roho
ferent types of music as they can."
said. "There would be no rock and
According to Roho, reggae
roll without Chuck Berry."
music should not only be written
But reggae differs from Ameriabout, but must be experienced.
can music, he said. Reggae allows
"The best way to put this music
the drum lobe the lead instrument.
into words is to check it out," he
"In the American music prosaid.
duction, there is very little respect
The Caribbean All-Stars’ next
for the rhythmic structure," Roho
performance will be Feb. 15 at the
said. "The drum seems intimidatAshkenaz in Berkeley.
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Spartaguide
To include your information in Sparta
guide, visit the Daily office in Room
208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.

9205 for information.
Campus organizations interested
in selling food at the annual Food Bazaar on April 24 and 25 should call
Muriel Andrews at the International
Center, 277-2690 or 279-4575.

University of Illinois prof. C.
Eckert will lecture on "Thermodynamics Near the Critical Point" at
1:30 p.m. today in Duncan Hall,
Room 505. Students and faculty are
welcome. Call the Chemistry department for more information.

The Re-Entry Advisement Program will hold a brown bag lunch and
study skills discussion led by Marjorie Craig at noon today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call Diane Martinez at 277-2005 for more information.

The Flying 20 Club’s general
meeting and membership drive is at
7:30 tonight in the Aeronautics Building, Room 114, at the San Jose Airport. Call Jerry Lopopolo at 268-4790
for more information.

The SJSU Cycling Club meets at
8 p.m. today in the S.U. Almaden
Room. Call Gregg Uyeda at 374-0668
for information.

The Career Planning and Placement Office is conducting workshops
on interviewing, co-op orientation
and how to use the Career Resource
Center, today and tomorrow. For
more information, call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

The Santa Clara Valley Transcendental Meditation Center will
have a free introductory lesson at 8
tonight in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
Call Ted Janowski at 247-8963 for information.

Conductor Nicholas McGegan
will lecture on Baroque music at 11
a.m, today in the Music Building,
Room 150. Call Scott Hartman at 277-

The Society of Automotive Engineers will have a parent chapter
meeting with guest speaker Nick Vojvodich of NASA at 7 p.m. today at the

Aeronautics Department on Coleman
Avenue. Call Wyland Wong at 2817744 or Mitzi Wagner at 946-4720 for
information.
Associated Students Leisure
Services provides a "Stop Smoking"
class at 5:15 tonight in the S.U. Almaden Room. For more details, call
Peggy Grodhaus at 277-2858.
The SJSU Archery Club general
meeting is at 6:30 tonight in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. New members welcome. Call Natalie at 295-7619 for
more details.
Campus Crusade for Christ is
having a "Tuesday Night Live"
meeting from 7:15 to 8:30 tonight in
the S.C. Council Chambers. Call Dan
Katches at 297-0785 for information.
Campus Ministry will hold a
"Drama of Joseph" bible study from
noon to 1 p.m. today in the S.U. Montalvo Room. Call Natalie Shiras at
298-0204 for details.
The SJSU Concert Choir will present a free Valentine’s concert at 11
a.m, today in the S.U. upper pad.

Yesterdaily
Because many SJSU students attend
classes twice or three times a week, the
Spartan Daily is including news items
from the previous paper to help keep everyone informed on campus everyday.

ers’ strengths, weaknesses and
classroom techniques. This year the
book will be presented in four volumes, each containing evaluations
not older than six months.

Campus

aged program. Bill Zachary, chairman of the Department of Organization and Management Curriculum
Committee, said the changes are
mandatory for all new majors and
transfer students, but are optional for
most of the department’s 1,500 students. The changes include an additional class requirement of Business
146 and field work and the elimination of Business 160 and the track system.

Dana McLemore, punt return
specialist for the San Francisco
49ers, will answer questions today on
the upper pad in the Student Union at
12:30 p.m. to help the Associated Students Program Board kick off its
"I’ve been programmed" publicity
week. Lemore will sign autographs in
the S.C. Art Quad. Ron Maki, public
relations chairman for the Program
Board, said the board wants to increase student awareness about how
they coordinate campus events. Maki
said the board tries to sponsor programs it believes students will enjoy.

California
State
University
Board of Trustees plan to attend state
budget hearings in an attempt to persuade the Legislature to turn over
control regarding how CSU lottery
funds will be used. CSU administrators are concerned that lottery revenues will replace funding from the
general CSU budget for minority access programs and for the purchase
of computer equipment.
Tau Delta Phi’s Tower List, a
book containing student evaluations
of professors, will be published in
mid-May. According to Fred Krumbein, a Tower List editor, the 10th edition contains comments about teach-

Sports
Mark Gale, SJSU women’s golf
coach, said he has the best women’s
golf team in eight years. They are
rated seventh in the nation. Last
weekend five women participated in
the Arizona Invitational Tournament
in Tucson, Ariz. The Spartans won
the tournament in 1982. Gale said he
is trying to find the best five golfers
on the SJSU team for Nationals in
May.

A business school committee
made some curriculum changes it
says will result in a more easily man-
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w.lettering abilny to do signs &
decorating outside of store 293
15 000-S50.000.w
JOBS
Call
AN occupations
possible
805 687 6000. eat R 9929 for

GOV’,

skiing

(Downhill

and

selection

and

equipment

info
GUY s & GALS 117 I,. PT fun job
eves
Enjoy pure parties con
carts sports events Supervisor
pm offered Call Mike at 978
2554
HEARST CABLE TV has 4 openings in
the Maci sales dept If you are
looking for enjoyable and very
profitable full time employment
don’t pass this opportundy Every
potent. sale &
household is
Excellent company
Cell Ed Keating at 727

commution

8829, Hearst Cable
MC DONALD’. NOW HIRING, Premium
P.O hours flexible around school
schedule 25 days. 10 35/hrs
per week Intermews Monday Fri

NEED EXTRA CASH, Earn good money
& gain valuable asp working with
maw electronic firms in Senn
Clara Valley Maned long & short
Arrow.taff

term ...pont. mad
Temp Svcs . 100 N Winchester
Blvd Suite 230 5 J 244 8500
lik
ONCE IN A LIFETIME a company
this comas along P mole by Ma
A
board
on
thousands era getting
struggling teacher from C work
mg two job made 157 575 in 3
month. A truck driver from Texas
is malting over $30 000 per
If
month All Incomes verifiable
you are concerned about your

based on school schedule Apply
Earth Toys or Student Programs
end Service Office Deadline Int
applying is February 15

Kalispell

Ca

27

would

man

SUBSTITUTES BAND 14 pcs I"
60’s swing surf rhythm & blues.
pop May for weddings. parties
functoons hatet..... a sororities

humanity

the beautiful people of color Re
lasers curly perms press & curls
nails Men & woman 1739 Bar
ryes. Rd 259 2848 eve spots

I enjoy music very much

I

SERVICES
AUTO INSURANCE LAWS require all
drivers carry liability ins Failure to
do so could result in a suspended
license Call now tor rates We can
insure anyone Manson Ins Ann
op/Mark Chapin. 249 1301
CONTROL ANXIETY improve lest lak
mg skill.. earn better grades At
tend a Test Anxiety Mount.
Wrist.

Sat

Feb
23
1985
hillside Educe lost
by
Marione Cf tag

10.1 5pm
Conducted
counselor

Pve reg

required

Call

14081 947 6212 for further info
Fee $3800

Accuracy

Achhivement in typing that 5 tops
Trust Tony 926 2087 ft 50 per
page
double spaced
Available
seven days week All work guar
tinned Thanks
ABILITIES TO MATCH all your needs,
Fast accurate word processing
Turabian format expert 51 50 ds

Pock up and delivery mailable Ma
cIntosh available to lino. edit
Oront whet you start Also aleph
ics and copying The best tob foe

at 251 5942

2993

the Student Union open 11 30
am 600 pm merry school day
Brighten frond’s day with a rine
52 Please order corsages 18850
& up) & bouts 1131 ahead
dings too. Julie 984 8260

Wed

thesis

consultation

Appotntments

meet your busy schedule

Ask
about
Student
Discount
CHRYSTAL 923 8461 RAM to
8PM
TYPING TERM PAPERS

PROC

SERV

resumes

as

says etc Reasonable a
Stu
dent discounts Call after 3 pm

Willow Glen

251 8813 Ability Plus Work Pro
coning Nonh San Jose are*

No

WORD PROCESSING. Student papers
business letters
notary public
willow GI. area Call Ilse at 267

Pro

1,247
WORD PROCESSING Dissertation &
thesis spec.ist Nothing Ns. then

avail Reas student aaaaa . vol dic
274 4409. 8am Elprn

10 pages accepted Also do mail
ing lists labels envelopes & repe
move letters Fifteen years win.
enc. Mye at 264 1029

INNOVATIVE COMPUTER SERVICES is
located across from SJSU for your
conveniencW We specialize in re

WORD PROCESSING. I will type ’eon

wanes term paper. ’ming labels
& rep... letters. Callus al 292
8461 roman spat, We have very

papers thews resumes matting
labels Snliong corrected Willow
Glen area Call Beth at 292 8807

low rate. & good WOKS

totter 5orn

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE Professional
typing and butaness services at
very reasonable rates
259 9368
SUNNYVALE

afternoon
Proven sessions Sunny
vale Electrolysis Center at hwy
101 & N Eason. Ave Only mon

Call 14081

MARCIE’
lying Prompt

word processing

neat acc a
All formats unclad
ong APA Work guaranteed $1 50
page Idouble spaced
Cell 720 8635
THE

BEST
Rompt

Spartan Daily
Classified Ads

VALLCO

& eves

59901

277-3175

owe type)

PROFESSIONAL
accurate

dependable

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

benefits Call 779 1943
WANTED, SPERM DONORS All races
Medical
Los
Olovos Women’s
Clinic 358 0431

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $3.10 $3.80
4 Lines $3.80 44.50
5 Lines $4.50 45.20
6 Lines 95.20 45.90
Each Additional Line Add

WORK IN ALASKA this summer & earn
good St Free info Send SASE
Alaskan Opportunolles P0 Bri
3468. Eugene. Ore 97403

HOUSING
DELUXE CONDO Need 1 student to
2 1.2 be
share new 3 bdrm
62501m0
condo Must be rd
Info
2,10
And
$350 dep

Three
Days
$4.15
$4.85
$5.55
$6.25
9.70

Four
Day
94.36
$5.06
$5.76
$6.46

Each
Extra
Five
Day
Days
$450
80
$
95
$5 20
$5.90 $1 10
$6.60 $125

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)
1111111111111111111111111111i

/1111

1

I

1IIIIIpl

111111

11111111111111111

111111

11111111111111111

11111111

Phone

Address

Semester Rates (Al Issues)
10-14 Lines 455.00
5-9 Lines 940.00
15 Plus’Lines $70.00
Phone 277-3175

Bobbie or John at 978 7442
ROOM FOR RENT, Nice bldg end off
street parking Call Brian at 730
1885 till 10p m

City & State

Enclosed is $

$260.rno
1,3 mil new 4 harm house Nice
WOO & neer SJSU Call 773 5532

I

Print Name

1415)

FURNISHED ROOM FOR rent Noce
home. bitch prio 5300/rno Call

ROOMMATE

asp

day Saturday morneng

utes sway Reasonable cost Call
today. 14081 734 3115 Create
the look of endless summer now

proposals
reports
manuals manuscripts for
publicamino
Compatoon
rat.
script,

tenant guar error free Cour
10 Ur Goth 12. Bold PS Greek
Math APA or yr choice Free 45
day disk storage Pick up & del

to

Mon

Theses

MI

TEACHER., Immediate opening in S J
child development center Permit
required FT $550 70015,

14151 339 0255 or Msg
654 7445

Permanent

15 yrs

EXECUTYPE WO

10% discount whh ad. Call Jane

h. removal Face & body work
Gaon confidence & look great. Free

All academic & busoness formats

Campbell) Eny

area Cell Mi.. 8 am 8 pm
later please) 266-9448

Helper 14081296 5703

repeutic body work Specializing
mupressure & Emden techniques

FRESH FLOWERS ON CAMPUS. Boo
Omts rose, pledge dance cor
sages & boutonnowes Located at

maim

the best rate Don’t weste your
time, Call me first The Li’l Office
ABILITY & ACCURACY are the My el
amen. for your Halm! paper
Specialize in ourabian APA MLA all

professional
guaranteed copy
Prompt
dependable turnaround

in term papers research protects
and resumes Apprvd formats
APA

resumes

THE PERFECT PAGE typtng & witting

EDITING.WORD PROCESSING Assos
tance with grammar punct son
tanc straw on request Specialize

Twaboan

pawns

Call Joan at 741

5880 Guarant.d work

Expwy & Branham Lane Guar
armed quick return on all papers
Won 264 4504

wive includes editing spelling
grammar punctuation assistance

thews

Santo. area

disk storm* Cassette ...cop
non
available
Near
Almaden

Accountant.

BARE IT ALL this summer

Reports

CALL LINDA for professional typing
Word
processing
$1 50 one
(double spaced pow. type) Free

prectioner offering nonsexual the

Gift certificates also evadable By
who only Call Janice 14081267

6753 ISann Cruz

AAA

IBM Electric 75
51 75’double
space per page including edtfing

lists resumes MOM. area Rae
sonable accurate 262 2201

TYPING

material IBM selectric II
transcroptoon services 10 ws sap
with SJSU students & faculty 10
tnIn
from cempu
Hrly rates

FACULTY STAFF & STUDENTS Rel.5
and revitalize, Certified rnassege

6300,3 hrs Call
Ca, mitzveh’s
279 3137 15. Jon) or 426

CALL ASTRID WORD Processing for
student papers
thesis
matting

and Cosmetics supplies

ACRYLIC NAILS" Full set S25 00 tills
$1500 CW114081269 5617

ROCK.TOP 40 dancer (W/M. 351
looking for serious IF) partne.
ok (this is yore sac ad)
Am not a pro but do enjoy it &
want to get better Paul 293

THE

of

will be interested in formong a very
close relationship Call 298 2308

San Jose 95125
O’SHEA
Super Bowl Friends
Mary Agnes you were right Let’S
be friend.. Call Bain Bayardo at
14151388 5450 OW 9 pm

NASON HAIR & SKIN care salon for all

WOULD LIKE TO ftnd sincere female
to share time with a handicapped

res. walks 6, outdoors & quart con
1140 Pedro, 1
v aaaaa ton PC
PAT

the

goodness
A M Cello

408 971

7408

Word process ability helpful Nice
atmsphr Call 293 1561

WN

Quentin.

like to meet female between 23
33 for caring relattonship Prefer
non drinker smoker ok I like moo

SUMMER JOBS, National Park Co ’
21 parks 5 000 openings Com
piste information send 55 to Park
651
Report Mission Mtn Co
Ave

Bon

1561

STUDY WHILE YOU work Small office
needs someone to answer phone
pt. 148 dadyl while owner away

2nd

San

Jackson.

EMPLOYED WHITE MALE

STUDENT MANAGER. Rental Center
on campus I, accepting Midic
trons for shop manager knowl
of

S

you mention thi, ad

enc. Call 1 800 243 6679

Cross Countryi
maintenance of

on

Personalized introduction
CHOICES
membership
to
service
Free
worn. Half price to man when

We give refer

hours each week

Writs

923778.

CAREER

plus
leadership and organizational skills
$435
$525
desoreble
are highly
Per hour 15 20 hours per week

616

vistas,

black

went on Jan 31 to the S U Info
Coo . BIG THANKS. You have fur
that strengthened my confidence

7854
date in safe
BEEN LOOKING FOR
way" Desire more control in
rehnionship, Went to know where
your man is at n,ghrr Explore new

94974

edge

HIRING.

on Jan 31 85 in Student Union
lens I m the one with the white
card graduating this semester
292
Don’t be shy
reply OS

Francisco Cs 94128

START

TO THE PERSON who turned

ARE U A LIBERAL ARTS niajor of Lar
ino descent with a shiny smile &
aspiring to be a leacher" We met

3Pm

265 7880 San Jose
CRUISE SHIPS

PERSONALS

work pt during semester ft during
summer No asp nec Professional
dress rim d Math & ....nu a plus

entity children & have ECE units
Call 246 2141 Senn Clare or

E0E. M/F(H

JAPANESE ENGINES & Nan.. Und
mew.erfino cora charge/wart if

AIRLINES

call 280 6161

Gatos Blvd

Call Jana alter 8pin at 735 8044

couch.

Icy Fashion Park Call 253 1221
COOK, EULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring
a broiler cook Good student job
Inquire at 374S 1st St S J Of

Contact Kathy or
3 4pm
David al 356 3095. 15475 Los

BLACK & WHITE 13’’ TV 2 yr. old.
exec cond Will take best offer

nandl.

246 9023
COCKTAIL WAITRESS PART TIME. No
asp nec Apply at Beni.. 5 Val

day

masts 293 1561

&

No annulus or weekends.
and unlimited
If interested call Phil al

competition

leads

benefit.

73 VW SUPER BEETLE Runs west,
S 1800/best offer Cell after 5pm

MATTRESS

no

1561

Panetta Rev Nod, Ehnhaber
S 10 S360 WEEKLY UM, Maing corcu
lars, No bosses quotas Sincerely
Rush self addressed
interested
envelope to Dept AN 7 POD

DBL

BARTENDER PART TIME will train
Apply ai Bentham. of Tokyo Val
lco Fashion Pli Call 253 1221

action

ABUSE

GRAM

944

I

r

Days

WANTED,

Ones aL.
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

days & 270 2577 nes
STUDENTS. STAFF. FACULTY Need
place, Have some SJSU Off
Campus Housing Program 277
3996 FREE services

LOST ft FOUND
LOST. HIGH SCHOOL ring him mons
Hes much sentimental value Call
Me.. al 729 5443

I.

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

mellsesemmilasellemealesimemempe

Personals
Services
Lost & Found

CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO.
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

SEND

Classdeld Desk Located

Deadline

Imes ORMAN’

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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High demand for Personal bodyguards requested
handy teachers
By Bobbie Celestine
Daily staff writer
With the growing need for elementary school teachers who can
teach all subjects, more elementary
teachers are seeking the multiple
subject teaching credential than in
the past.
The multiple subject credential
program licenses elementary school
teachers to teach all subjects at the
elementary level. The subjects include art, science, math, English,
history and all of the required core
courses, said Clay Andrews, SJSU
program director of elementary education.
"It permits a person to teach
from kindergarten level through high
school," he said. "Which means you
have a group of children and you
teach them all subjects."

the subject matter," he
"There’s a big difference."

said.

Andrews said the training of high
school teachers was totally different
from that of elementary teachers. Elementary teachers do their student
teaching in the elementary schools,
rather than at high schools.
"As an elementary teacher, you
are responsible for working with all
of these children, all day long, and on
all the subjects," he said. And as you
go up the grade level, children begin
to go into more depth."
The California State Teacher Licensing Commission requires applicants for the multiple subject certification to have a specific major, he
said. The major must be either math,
science, philosophy, social science,
or language arts.

A single subject credential is deHe said from all the evidence he partmentalized, he said. The holder
has acquired there was a demand for specializes in a single subject, such
such teachers. From reviewing sta- as history or math. They can only
tistics and hearing the demands from teach that subject.
the elementary school profession, "You go class periods," he said,
there was a growing need for mul- "And you ( teachers) teach one or two
"At the secondary level you are subjects."
Applicants to the program with a
more concerned with the content of

’According to federal statistics and the
spoken needs of personnel superintendents,
there’s going to be quite a need for
elementary teachers.’
- Clay Andrews
SJSU program director of elementary education

tiple subject certification.
"According to federal statistics
and the spoken needs of personnel superintendents. there’s going to be
quite a need for elementary teachers," he said, "Baby boom teachers
from the 50s are about to retire. Now,
there has been a baby boomlet. Those
children are between 4 and 5 and are
about to enter school."
Andrews said there will be retirements. and with them will be the need
for replacements. There are 130 student teachers in the program, and it
took in an additional 85 this semester.
The single subject credential program has about 200.
He said the multiple subject credential program grew out of needs
based on two important aspects of
child development. As teachers, he
said, they are concerned with the
academic training and socialization
of elementary school children.
"The restriction is you are
trained to work in a self-contained
classroom," he said. "You can teach
K through 12 if they have a total
classroom. But there are very few in
existance. So basically you are restricted to K through sixth."
Elementary school teachers are
more concerned with the growth of
the child, rather than the content of
subjects, he said.

straightline major, such history or
any single subject area, must take
and pass the National Teachers’
Exam, he said. Applicants must also
have a baccalaureate degree and a
2.5 grade point average.
"Through this semester, you (applicant) must have a 2.5 grade point
average," he said. "Starting in the
fall, you will have to have a 2.75, and
pass the CBST (California Education
Basic Skills Test) to get into the program."
Prior to changes in teacher certification requirements, those who
went through elementary teaching
programs had to pass the CBST test
for certification. CBST requirements
have been changed to an admittance
criteria to enter teacher training, he
said.
"They are fairly well screened,"
he said. "You have to have experience with children."
SJSU has always screened applicants for the teaching program, he
said. With each passing year, the requirements are getting tougher to get
into the teaching program, he said.
"The most important natural resources we have in this country are
our young people," he said. "More
important than wood, more important than the baloney on television is
the young kids."

continued from page I
"I don’t think the Jewish Defense Organization wanted Farrakhan or any
of his representatives on campus,"
Williams said.
Williams said she believed the
JDO made threats so no people would
come to the speech. As far as she
knows, no threats were made on Muhummad’s life.
Muhummad wanted his own
bodyguards with him and also

wanted his representatives to search
people coming into the speech, Staley
said. He did not know the specifies of
Muhummad’s requests.
Last year when Farrakhan spoke
on campus for Black History Month,
Farrakhan’s people searched everyone who came in the door and there
were no problems, Williams said.
Muhummad’s group)
"They
wanted to be responsible for their
own security," she said.

When Muhummad first signed
the contract to speak, no security fee
was mentioned, Williams said. After
the "alleged threat, as she called
UPD asked for a $1,600 security fee.
The fee was dropped after COMMU-

PRO -CUTS
’10

Alpha Phi Alpha
to help Ethiopians
continued from page i
of the sales. A flower sale on Valentine’s Day is planned, too.
There will be a jog-a-thon during
the last weekend of the month and a
bowl-a-thon whenever a date can be
worked out with the S.U. Games
Area.
In addition, part of the profits
from the annual Greek Show will go
to help Ethiopia. Smith said Phi Beta
Sigma, the other sponsoring fraternity of the show, has agreed to donate
part of the profits from the event. In
its seventh year, the Greek Show will
be on Feb. 17 at the Civic Auditorium.
Smith said literature was sent a
week ago to local corporations urging
them to sponsor and donate funds to
Ethiopia. He has not received any responses.
The fraternity also plans to sponsor a dance in the S.U. Ballroom the
last weekend in February. The event
will be open to the campus.
The fraternity will help Andrew
Hill High School with a dance for all
high school students in the area
sometime the same weekend. The
high school students wanted to get involved with the Ethiopian Awareness
month. APA, which has worked with
youths in the past, will help them
with publicity, security and discjockeying. Part of the proceeds will
be used to pay an outstanding high
school debt and anything more will
go to the Ethiopian cause, Smith said.
APA has declared the Ethiopian
Awareness month on its own, but
hopes other organizations will get involved later. The members have sent
letters to recognized campus organizations asking for donations, Smith
said. The organizations are asked to
hold their own fund-raisers and donate $100 sometime during the
month.
"We don’t put any pressure on
the organizations," Smith said. "If
they want to help, we don’t care
about the reason. They can do it for
publicity, a tax write-off or just because they want to."
APA is a non-profit organization.
At the end of the month they will calculate the total and send a check,
along with the names of all the organizations and individuals who have
donated money, to an organization
that will "make sure that the money
goes where it’s needed."
"The money will be sent to either

nity pressure about a San Jose Mercury News article that reported the
$1,600 UPD fee, she said.
Muhummad was concerned with
whether or not UPD could protect
him and the audience, Williams said.

(Regularly 16 50-25 00)

THE HEAD OF HAIR

the Red Cross or any Catholic Relief
Service," he said. "We want a reliable and trustworthy organization
with no previous controversy."
A list of donations will be published in the Spartan Daily in early
March.
Teri Suzuki, president of the International Center, said her organization might be interested in the
fund-raising.
"We haven’t received the letter
as of yet," she said, "but it’s a cause
that does affect us. It will definitely
be an issue of concern at our next
meeting and we’ll see if we will participate."
President of Hillel, Rhonda Rosenblatt, liked the idea of uniting the
campus.
"First of all, we haven’t received
the letter," she said. "We as Jews
have our own Ethiopian crisis as far
as the black Ethiopian Jews are concerned. Our main concern is to get
them airlifted to Israel. Raising the
money will definitely be a subject at
our next board meeting. The cause is
an excellent one to bond the blacks
and Jews at San Jose State."
Nicola Wood, Associated Students director of Ethnic Affairs, believes the organizations will participate and that a relief program should
be run every semester.
"It’s an excellent project," he
said. "The message will proliferate
to other organizations and to the rest
of the university. There will be more
donation money and more incentive
if each organization is challenged to
raise the most money. A gift or an
award could be given out to the top
raiser."

678 No. 1st Street
294-4086
BlowdryIng EXIT4

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS

DANA McLEMORE
of the World Champion
San Francisco 49’ers

Tues., Feb. 12
12:30 p.m.
Question/Answer
Student Union Upper Pad
1:15 p.m.
Autograph Signing
in the Art Quad
Studen
byts
Associated
Funded

Summer and Part-Time Jobs
The City of San Jose Personnel Department is currently accepting applications for a
variety of positions in the City’s parks, family camp, swimming and community recreation programs.

PARK RANGER - $9.75 $11.24 per hour. Requires 2 years of college in park management/operations, police science or closely related field (including natural sci
ences), or equivalent experience. Apply by 2/20/85.

CAMP RECREATION DIRECTOR - $32.40- $34.70 per day, plus room and board at
San Jose Family Camp in Tuolumne County. Requires 2 years college in recreation/leisure studies, plus 2 years recreation experience. Apply by 2/22/85.

CAMP COUNSELOR -$17.95 - $20.25 per day, plus room and board at San Jose Family Camp in Tuolumne County. Requires completion of eleventh grade. Apply by
3/20/85.

SWIMMING POOL MANAGER - $8.22 - $9.99 per hour. Requires W.S.I., First Aid
and CPR certificates by time of hire plus 3 seasons (1,140 hourS) experience as pool
manager, lifeguard or swim instructor.

*of
ITEM,

1984 PRICES

DOWNHILL EQUIPMENT
OLIN MARK II
OLIN MARK III
OLIN MARK IV
OLIN MARK1V CP
OLIN MARK IV TB
OLIN MARK VI
OLIN 700
RC 05 ELAN
BOOTS
NORDICA
TRAPPEUR

SKIS (BINDINGS INCLUDED)
SO 00
from 160.00 to 166.00
From 130.0010 190.00
170.00
59.00
190 00
124.50
202.00

1985 EXPLOSIVE
SAL( PRICES
55.00
From 120.00 to 140.00
From 85.00 to 160.00
105.00
40.00
160.0U
80.00
170.00

From 34.00 to 50.00
38.00

From 20.00 to 35.00
30,00

5 16

1 88

POLES
RARRECRAFTEK

ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER - $5.90 - $7.17 per hour. Requires W.S.I., First Aid
and CPR certificates by time of hire plus 2 seasons (760 hours) experience as pool
manager, lifeguard or swim instructor.

INSTRUCTOR -LIFEGUARD - $5.30
CPR certificates by time of hire.

$6.4.5 per hour. Requires W.S.I., First Aid and

SWIMMING POOL AIDE -$3.71 - $4.51 per hour. Requires Senior or Advanced Lifesaving, First Aid and CPR certificates by time of hire.

’
RECREATION LEADER - $6.14 - $7.46 per hour. Requires high school completion
plus 6 months experience in public recreation leadership. Apply by 2/22/85.
.....emiilt
I
1
4 .
i
L
----....

CROSS COUNTRY EQUIPMENT
1984
SKIS
SALE
BOOTS
1984
ALPHA TOW
ALTA
80 00
41 00
70.00
69.00
TRAK
NOVA
55 00
11.00
41.00
RALLYE
SAME
POLES
43,00
ZEPHYR
40 00
TRAK TOURING
516
SUPER SKI PACKAGE RENTALS
lorludes Skis Boots 8. Poles
RIC DOWNHILL PACKAGE
SI5 00 WEEKEND
RIC X COUNTRY PACKAGE
51400 WIEgfND

SALE
30.00
SAME

For information and applications, please contact City of San Jose Personnel Office,
801 North First Street, Room 207, San Jose, CA 95110. Telephone ( 408) 277 4204.
Empio’if

1,88
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